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the solitons remain stable after collision. The results
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1. Introduction

Recently some models of the cJafieicai field ttieory v»t»r«

which admit only solitonn aiid aoli ton-like objacta

ae asymptotic states [1-5] , while plane waves or In general

spreading waves require an infinite amount of energy (2] •

6o31tons in these models were studied [4-5J and it was shown

that the one-soliton solutions are stable in the wide regi-

on of parameters in any space dimensions [5J .

One of the most striking features of the solitone in the

confining models is their strong inelastic interaction in

the collision process f4,5J • The solitons most intensive-

ly studied before in the exactly solvable models interact

elastically and only a time delay and a phase shift occurs

after the collision process f6 ] , (A counterexample of in-

elastic interaction in an exactly solvable model was given

elsewhere ^7,8j ) .

In the confining models considered f4,5J the solitons

produce during the collision process a new object, which

was called "the breather", because it changes its amplitu-

de periodically in time. The breather is probably a classi-

cal analog of a bound state or a resonance of two eolltons.

Two models have been studied In detail in /4,5] t model I,

where the interaction term in the Lagrangian is - X } ¥\
2 1 2

and model II with interaction term like -l/V/ & / W

In the first model the breathers are of two ty pes,

- breathers and S@- Weathers, depending whether they

are produced in the soliton-soliton or soliton-antisoliton

collision.



These two types of breathers have different periods of

pulsations (Tjy -" 10 T
ra
 ), for both types the stabili-

ty was checked and it was found that their amplitude and ener-

gy does not decay after 20-40 pulsations.

From physical point of view the solitone in the confi -

njng models behave very much like the hadronet the; exhibit

strong interaction and strong production effects, e.g. the

energy transferred to the breathers in a collision act le

around 15.* at the c m . velocity 0.5, the value which is ty-

pical l'or hadron-hadron collisions at that energy.

The investigation done f4,5l has revealed many interes-

ting properties of the eoliton-soliton collisions in the con-

fining models. Still, tome dependencies are missing in the

papers [4,5J ; the present paper is devoted to the detailed

study of the effects, which were not considered in f'*
t
5] •

Specifically we are interested in the model I and -e answer

tn this paper the lollowing questionst

1) How does the collision process depends on the charac-

ter of singularity of the interaction term in the Lagran -

2~ V

gian - i.e. on the parameter oL in the A / У/ ?

2) How sensitive is the collision process to the relati-

ve phase of the solitons before the collision ?

5) How does the generation process of a breather depends

on the initial velocity of the solitons ?

Finally in thie paper we also study a complicated three-

-step process, which in its last stage contains the brea -

ther - breather collision.

In ref. [4,5] the two-step processes have been studied,

exemplifying the soliton-breather Interaction. Here in the

example of the breather-breather collision we again confirm



the Bimilari.t,y existing between solifcons and breathers In

the confining models and bartons and pions.

In addition we hare considered the one-dimensional во

del of Werle type [1J to understand the difference of the

model end the model I [5,4] in the features of the colli-

sion process. We discues these results in section 4.

2» field equations and the method of computations

We consider the Lagrengian of the model I of ref. 4 <

where \>O and 1 ~г Ы1 ~~> 0 .

The Kuler-Lagrange equation for the hagr&Ttpian (1) i e t

The one-solibon BOlutlon in hhe soJifcon rest frame ie

(47 t

-c I7t

4И

and К
1

^ /

For thn two—soli ton case the solution for nil tlmee

- e~=- < t <• ̂o » wherp /p IF a moment w))fn the soli -

fcone begin to overlap, is



The parameters which сяп b« varied are Ai % \ to/»

j .1 . i n
J

t
 , (2, » '-< •

 Sr>
n>e of them t̂ o not influencB

t,h« .?,yt!,iml.cs of the ajBtemi (X, define the initial position

of the poHt-.опч anrt a change In Д can be reecaled by a .pro

i» t о?;чгк» of ЬЬя awjillhuiie J^ . The parameter // defirep

Mir Fcnl» nf (r-neth, во bhab only ohanges of </ $
e t

 I/,

о'"? i'/
(
 qr<- of incproRt. The iatter dependence was invee-

Hf4»:H In /'l,SJ for ./?, changing In the interval 1.25 f

« /?, < 1.75.

Therefore i ч thin papf-r we stnidy the dynamics of the eo-

11 (:on-8oJ 1 ton interaction changing oL , $,' and C/e- and

filing _J}4 •' J2j s 1.5« In all cases except for breather-

-breather collision we also teke t/f ~ - C/7 .

A eymmetrj present 1л (3) allows us bo consider only

the саве \}f г О, V? - l) . As a method of numerical so-

lution of eq. (?-3) we have "'«id a three-layer scheme with

^ ,/ « A .X , which JB ccfullhionally stable /"9] . The

real and Imaginary parte of (2,5) have been Bolved separate-

ly in the form o.f the finite-difference Tive-polnt equation!

1*-.,, +



The initial condition; h»vc Ь»ч»п ured on two Трупгя no

that different solutions were repirated In яраоь. WR hav«

fixed & X e 0.?, J / e 0,01. The accuracy of computa-

tion was better then 10% in all capes considered (in most

cases better than 3%)» Decreasing the discretisation efcepB

/i/ two tiroea and A / five times did not influence

much the numerical solution* The interval ueed in cymputa -

tion was 40 • 160 unite in У and up to 3^0 units in time.

Calculations have been done on t.he computer НйВМ-б. Рог с^ «

= 1/2, X з 0 •» 4-0 (200 eteps in X ) the computation of

100 time steps (1 time unit) required 4 sec of ргооевзог ti-

me.

Phe treatment of fch.o boundary in the X ярасе is of

imporfeance for the solution. In M,
r
'Ja discrete ring wae

used so that no boundary effects were present. In this work

we have placed bard wall condition afc the boundary of the

X interval, i.e.- 4'(O)= VfL)-0, Coming to the boun-

dary the eolihon becomes thinner and higher and bounces off

elastically, assuming finally the previous shape, while the

Telocity changes Blgn. This picture is similar to the anti-

symmetric solitan-soliton collision ( P-~ Ф ). In most part

of our investigation we eliminated the solitonB after the

collision when they were far from a newly created breather.

As a test of eoliton stability we have also studied

the sollision process of a soliton with another object, cre-

ated by assuming some artifical initial condition - half a

soliton, as shown in Pig. 1 (the parameters are (/ m 0.25,

Ц'-Ufi 0.5, l9 = 0 ) . One can see in Pig. 1 thatiialf a so-

liton" passes through a soliton and decays into some cloud

of plasma which finally transforms into the standing wavei;.



The soliton during and after collision remains intact.

3» Dependence of the soliton-soliton collision

process on the initial phase difference

It was shown in /*4
r
5] that for the initial relative pha-

se I? « 0 the solitons interact inelastically and pass

through each other* For tf
 s

^ they bounce off each

other elastically and do not create a breather. It is inte-

resting to see what:» happens for intermediate values of

# •=• т>
г
 - #i «To that end we have fixed U » 1/2, C/ -

• 0.5, $, = 0 and changed l^ in the interval /"<?, T] •

Since solitons in our conditions begin to interact not at

the point X s 0, the initial correction phase for each

soliton was calculated using the formulas!

and was subtracted from the initial phases ft,
 t
 V-

2
 of the

solitonic solution (3)*

Prom the anal^yeis of the results of computation the

following features can be deduced» The soliton with nonze-

ro phase IP ("the second'
1
) is interacting with newly

formed breather stronger than the first soli ton. Ihe brea-

ther moves in the direction of the second soliton. During

the collision part of the contents of the first soliton

flows over into the breather and the second soliton. As a



result the solitons depart with different velocities: the se-

cond soli ton attached to the breather slows down and grows

in si£e, the first one decreases in size but keeps the velo-

city as in initial state.

With growing $ the size of the breather decreases (at

ft = Ж the breather is not generated at all) and its velo-

city grows. In addition the breather becomes asymmetric, its

contents is bulging out as a second maximum to the right

and to the left. The decay of-the breather seems to be fea-

sible, and indeed for larger initial velocity it was obser-

ved (we discuss it later on).

In papers [ч-,5] it was shown that for î  = 0 the so-

litons pass through each ocner and for V - >? they repel

each other. The x'act of the passing was checked us ins tv;o

different velocities for solitons (J?, = 1.25, М
г
 =1*7^).

For intermediate values of V both processes seea to co-

exist: part of their stuff goes tizroû n and another part

repels. Some indication to that coiies fron ohe fact tiiat

for i} = 0 at some time the overall solution does not ha-

ve minima, for l) - VT the minimum is always at the cen-

ter and not allows exchange of matter, while for О <• $ ^ Jc

there is always a minimum but the amplitude is nonzero

there. After the collision process the solitons seem to

be excited (the amplitude oscillations are around 5/0»this

fact needs better accuracy to be maintained.

The amplitude of both soliCona before the collision

was A
M
 = 0.64. In the Table 1 are licted the moan values

of amplitude for the first soliton • /I
M
 and the second

AM after collision as functiors of the рпаье &
t
-& ..

The maximum of the modulus of the breather is also



listed in Table 1 in the last row.

The modulus and the phase of the solution are shown in

Figs. 2,3 for д^-^/з , c( я 1/2, U = 0.5. One can

well see that the right soliton in Pig. 3 at time t=JO Is ex-

cited. While for a nonexcited soliton the phase of all parts

of soliton is linear in X (all parts are moving with the

same velocity), the right soliton in question has contents

at the center moving with somewhat smaller velocity, as can

be seen from the smaller angle of the phase curve.

4. Generalization of breathers for different types of

nonliaearit.Y ^parameter Ы changing)

Stability of breathers for <J я 1/2,. U
 s
 1/2, Л s

«1,5 has been checked numerically in /"4,5]
 U
P

 t 0 t n e
 times

t я 400. With increasing oi the confining forces increase

(interaction term is more singular for larger oi and the

energy of the constant plane wave grows faster with its size).

These assumptions have been checked in the numerical ex-

periments, where generation of breathers for Of = 0.5, i^
 e

= 0 and different «̂  was studied.

In Pig. 4—9 the madulua and the phase of the solution

4* are shown as functions of X for different t and

the values of oi equal to 1, 3/3, 1/4, 1/10. As can be seen

from (}) the size in / vx& the maximal amplitude of a so-

liton depend on ot sssentially, therefore the scale of diffe-

rent drawings is different„ The phase was defined as arotg )£

and changes in the interval ['•%, *% J . The case

of of = 1/2 was thouroughly investigated in section 3t &nu

in ref. /4,5 ] and can be used for comparison. For Ы. = 1/2

8



th* size of a breather is 6.X = 15 and it; «as Ъогп at; fc *r

в JO, while for </ x 1 the corresponding numbers are 4 xj 5,

t я 20, As can be s>--en in Figs. 5,6 for oL к 5/8 аь excited

breather in generated, which is unstable, Mffe.ect configu-

rations of the modulus of the breather amplitude are shown

in Pig. 5» where the breather is one time к one-headed
c
 ano-

ther time fewo~hsaded. It takes off the excitation emitting

the solitoo waves for t > 115. Ei© identification o£ these

waves ae solitons can be done using the phase X -dependence

in Pig. 6. Their phase is changing linearly in X • ae for

the original solitonsa This fact can been clearly seen in

Pig. 6 for ts1?5» where two neighboring eolitons have dif-

ferent; velocities (and frequnecios). The sign of the deriva-

tive on the phase curve shows the direction of motion (nega-

tive sign for the direction to the right, positive for the

direction to the left)• At the points where the derivative

of the phase curve is zero the object is standing still*

In Pig. 7-8 the results are shown for ^ = 1/4, /^ •

• 0.5j, lP я 0. The newly born object for t«95 appears net

to be stable and decays Into more objects (probably brea ~

there)* Only at the center stays a standing breather with

an amplitude not exceeding 0.04. The phase pictures in Pig.

В partly supports the idea that final objects are breathers

and not solitons. The total number of breathers for the ti-

ne t«200 is equal to five.

In Pig. 9 we present the results for «i a 0.1, IS s 0,5,

iP- • 0. (The generated object seems to consist of two soil-

tons oonneoted by a long field string.

• oomparative study of the results for different of

leads to the following conclusion. One may regard the non-



linear Interaction in (1) as a kind of surface tension which

is larger for larger d . Therefore for large enough o£

It energetically advantageous to create only one breather

while for smaller oi generation of more objects with more

surface is also possible.

The dependence of the collision process on the initial

velocities of the solitons is shown in Pig. 10 for ot =1/2

and & s 0. In Fig.10a,Ъ for U = 0.3 one stable breather

is generated. We see the stage close to the separation of

the breather from the soli cons. The phase picture in Pig.

10b is typical I'or a breather. In Fig.10c,d for U = 0,7

five breathers are generated. In the phase picture of Pig.

10d one can see that each breather has ite own curve and

at the separation points between the breathers the curves

are dislocated. For U = 0.8 (Fig.lOe) the breathers are

even more stretched out and for U = 0.96 (Pig.iOf) the

solitons are so energetic that they tear off the breather

and carry away wish them its remnants.

One can understand this dependence on energy examining

the Pig. 10 along with Figs. 4-9» Indeed an increase in

energy is equivalent to the decrease of ot , because in

the dynamics of the collision the outcome of the process

depends on the balance between the kinetic energy and the

surface energy (connected to th-j value of cC ),

It is interesting to compare the results for the pre-

sent model with another model, namely the one-dinensional

analog of the Werle model [ 1 ] . The field equation is

10



where J'r bg&jf) >

The two soliton solution has again the initial condition

of che form (4). We have studied the collision process of

two eolitons with n=4} 5} 6 and _/? = 1.5, // « 1, and

velocities t/f *t - 1/
г
 = 0„5. This model exhibit a simi-

larity to the model II of ref. /4,5 7 « Namely two solitons

with n=4 or n=5 undergo a fusion during the collision and

never separate for the time of computation used (t £ 100).

During the collision in this case two small soliton-like ob-

jects are generated, which for n=4 separate and move from the

central object, while for n=5 they are absorbed by the cent-

ral object after some time. This process is shown for n = Ц-

in Pig« 11. For n = 6 however thti soli tons separate after

collision, as shown in Fig
e
 12. In all cases and specifical-

ly for n s 6 the solitons after collision are strongly exci-

ted and like breathers periodically change their shape.

The main difference between the model I of /47 conside-

red here and the one dimensional model of Werle is that the

second model ie more attractive and "sticky". The origin of

this phenomenon lies in the presence in the potential ener-

gy term in (6) an attractive term proportional to (-2b).

This term brings about some attraction in addition to the

usual repulsive term, which is present in both models and

its in some sense equivalent to the surface tension.

5. The collision of the breathers

The process of the breather collision was not studied

in [̂ -,5] » ytt it is very interesting whether the breathers

also exhibit strong interaction as the solitons in the con-

fining models do.

11



Ths breather generated in the collision of two identi

cal Eо 1 icons with zero relative phase moves with the velo

city

и, * и.2

where i/
t
 and U

t
 are the velocities of the solitons. In ad-

dition it is important that the relative velocity in the

cm. system of two solitons should not be very large, other-

wise the solitons produce many email breathers. The result

of the interaction of breathers also depends on the phase of

the breathers, whether they are low and thick or high and

thin, at the moment of collision»

We have studied the collision process of two breathers

generated in the interaction of four solitons with the para-

ceiers»

at = 5 , at, = 15» dj» 65, ay = 75

l/f « 0.7* Ut. » -0.2; Lfj в 0.2; l/y a -0.7

#;• • о , с = 1»2,5,^ .

Trie solitons have been destroyed in the program after they

generated two breathers. All process is shown in Fig.15»

The interaction of breathers reminds that of solitons with

zha same parameters. As a result of interaction a small

breather is generated which however is unstable. The brea-

thers did not alter much after collision,

6» Discussion of the results

In this paper we studied in detail the behaviour and

the interaction of the extended objects in the field theo-

retical model of complex scalar field with the selfinte -

12.



raction, given by eq. (1). The classical field objects - во-

litons and breathers - bshave as extended relatlvistic ob-

jects with proper Lorentz contraction, they generate new ex-

tended objects and are stable within our accuracy.

Two fact make them very similar to the ordinary had -

rons. First, they are discrete however extended and produce

finite number of new objects in collision. The number of new

objects depends on energy like multiplicity in hadron-hadron

collision. The strange fact is that this discretization

holds already in classical field theoretical picture.

Second, the interaction of our objects ie always 6trong

and inelastic, the inelasticity depending somewhat on the

interaction parameter a( .

To undersband qualitatively most of the characteristic

dependences on parameters of solitons., like velocity tf
t
 ,

ot , one may think of solitons as the liquid drops with

the surface energy proportional to (/ . Then a breather

can be understood as a highly excited drop which oscillates

and changes its shape, still the surface tension prevents

it from tiio immediate fi&bion into two smaller drops. Depen-

dence on the energy of colliding solitons can also be exp-

lained in this way, as we huva done it in section 4.

However, the dependence of collision process on the re-

lative phase between tne solitons cannot be explained in

the same macroscopic manner. Here reveals the property of

the charged field - a dependence on the phase and this new

phenomenon is pertinent to the coherent field objects, as

contrasted to the incoherent macroscopic objects.

All the results of the present paper are obtained in

one spacial dimension, however the general properties of

13



the stability of soli cons hold true also in higher dimensi-

ons for the saae csodelf4,5] . Our fir^t results on the so-

l i cons in two special diaancions confirm bliie point of view

and will be published elsewhere.

Table I

The soliton amplitudes ( Д
ч
 and tf

M
 ) after col-

lision process and maximal amplitudes of the breathers

' "(г ) f°
r
 different values of the relative phase

between the solitons in the initial state.

Л
AS
*i
4Г

0

0.62

0.62

о.ад

%

0.60

0.65

0.4-0

*6

0.59

0.68

0.33

*/l

0.58

0.70

0.25

0.59

0.67

0.14

0.61

0.66

0.05

0.64

0.64

0.00

14



О 4 8 12 16 20 2t 2$ Ъ2 36 X

Fig. 1. The modulus of the solution /I(X, dj =

for at different times with an initial condition

corresponding to soliton — one-half-soliton col-

lision, ^ s 0.5, cC
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О
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t-30

О Ч i /2 16 20 24 28 32 36 X

Pig. 2. The same as in Pig. 1 for so liton-soliton colli-

sion with o£ = 1/2, U = 0.5, & =J9l
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Pig. 3. The phase of the solution WX/ty= *sz4 rf

at different times for soliton-soliton collision

with /=1/2, # = 0.5, г?=
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О 2 4 € 8 fO 12 14 16 18 X

Jig, 4. The same aa in Pig. 1 for soliton-soliton colli-

sion with ^ = 1 , U = 0 .5 , & = 0
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Pig. 5« The same as in Fie. 1 for ^ = 3/8, <Y = 0,5,

v = 0. The scale does not allow to see the upper

parts of solitons,
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о

\

I I / I

О S /6 24 32 40 iff S6 64 72 X

Fig. 6. The eame ав in Pig. 3 for e£ = 3/8, U a 0.5,

& = 0.
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о
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О 2 /6 24 32 W 4Я 56 64 72 X

Fig. ?. The same as in Fig. 1 for oi = 1/4, U =

i-9" = 0.
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«•"72 i t t. ... i • ' . J J

0 t /б 2^ 32 40 4S 56 64 72 X

Fig. 8. The same as in Fig. 3 for

I? = 0.

= 1/4, U = 0.5
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0 /6 32 M 64 gO 96 H2 f2S № X

Fig. 9. The same as in Fig. 1 for U = 0.1, U. 3 0.5,

I? = 0.
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0 g 12 16 20 2*i 28 32 ?<S X

fig. 10. The breather generation for different velocities

of cilliding politons алй с*' - '/•'. & = 0.



0 2 Ц 6 g /О Я 14 16 <* X

Pig. 11. The tame as in Fig. 1 for the one dioenslonsi

Werle model with n в 4, U = 0.5
t
 О * О.
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Fig. 12. The same as In Pig. 11 for n= 6, U - 0.5,1?" =0.
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Pig. 13. The breather-breather collision for initial eoli-

tons «rith d = 1/2 and other parameters»

a
f
 = 5 а

г
 = 15 a, = 65 a

t
 = 75

/̂
f
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